
RICHARD BERNER'S
RESPONSE

Well, I've met my match in combative tone in Ann Pederson's
review. She is not alone in expecting a broader treatment of what
purports to be a general work on archival theory and practice, and I
will not repeat what I wrote about this limitation (pp. 5-7) except to
note that to have dealt with an appraisal would have been largely a
recap of Maynard Brichford's SAA manual and that doesn't take us
far. However, I do suggest that we look at records management as
being, at heart, a system of appraisal (98-99, 117-119), a novel idea to
which she pays no heed. If I were writing the book now instead of
1980 there would have been a systematic treatment of appraisal in
light of Leonard Rapport's "No Grandfather Clause", Uli Haller's
"Appraisal in Context" (Provenance, Fall 1983) and some recent
items on sampling. And I should have stated that evidential values
are reflected better by provenance than by an original order that
obscures records provenance.

The chapter on automated archival systems is justified because it
is the data in manual finding aid systems that must be automated,
and this has everything to do with "arrangement and description."
Originally, the BRISC program was part of that chapter, but Lytle
thought it best to view it as a manual system and, on further exami-
nation, I agreed.

The chapter on education is relevant because it shows how archi-
vists, librarians, and historians have thought about archival educa-
tion and training and why our literature is so weak-only formal
archival education will provide archivists with the intellectual
corpus that distinguishes archivy from librarianship and relieve ar-
cfiivists from the pressure by historians to do ever more content an-
alysis. That we are still trying to differentiate between the basic
concepts of provenance and original order illustrates the point. The
book attempts to perform this task.

Lacking in Pederson's summary is reference to the catalytic role I
portray for the changed nature of collection development in the
manuscripts field; how this change to a concentration on organic/
integral manuscripts of recent origin makes the Historical Manu-
scripts Tradition (HMT) largely irrelevant as a mode of intellectual
control. That she finds nothing in chapters 4 through 8 that go
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beyond my earlier writings is disturbing because there are many
extensions. So that others might not miss them, a brief but incom-
plete listing follows:

1. There should be a comprehensive controlled information
source in inventory format for cataloging/indexing.

2. The complementary relationship between the "PM" and "CI"
methods is fully portrayed for the first time, showing the infer-
ential power of provenancial data when its context is preserved.

3. Appendices 3 through 21 are the first formal presentation of
what control at different record levels means.

4. The Glossary contains novel'extensions of definitions from the
original AA glossary (1974) and some fresh terms/concepts are
introduced, among them: original order, record levels, subject
series, and integral records/papers. (One commentator pri-
vately thought the'Glossary "worth the price of admission.")

5. In order to give readers a better handle on the principle of
provenance I coined the concept "every series has a parent." In
the relatively uncontrolled records environment of the U.S. the
first step in arrangement is to group together all records of
common parentage.

Her complaint about not examining unpublished finding aids
and items I find simply contentious. Published finding aids were
suitable and extracts from some appear for examination in Appen-
dices 3-21.

I trust that other readers are more diligent in reading a book that is
not easy going, even for the author. Incidentally, the complaint that
I did not include any material written since 1980 is unfair because
the book was, accepted for publication in November 1980. But my
updating footnotes on pp. 113-115 have more substance than is
implied in her remarks.

In closing, Pederson's harsh review is what I expected more of, but
have not received thus far. If it helps to sharpen our archival wits,
more power to her; that was part of my intent.

Rich Berner


